DISCOVER HIDDEN MEDITERRANEAN DESTINATIONS

FIVE DESTINATIONS, FOUR COUNTRIES ACROSS THE TWO SHORES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA.

• Italy, Via Selinuntina
• Jordan, Aqaba
• Jordan, Umm Qais
• Lebanon, Jabal Moussa Biosphere Reserve
• Palestine, Palestinian Heritage Trail

PLAN YOUR TRIP
Find info about the five destinations, get in touch with local tourism businesses and arrange your trip. Accommodations, tour guides, artisans, home kitchens, museums, local associations, and much more: their services, tips and ideas will make your trip truly authentic.

CHOOSE YOUR ITINERARIES
On Hidden Mediterranean you can build your trip by choosing between a broad range of itineraries and events related to crafts, food, art and spirituality. Local events are the best way to get to know cultures and peoples in depth.

MEET PEOPLE
Meet the locals of the 30+ communities involved and enjoy a wide range of experiences with them. Be inspired by those who live in or have already travelled these wonderful Mediterranean destinations.

Hidden Mediterranean is a creation of the project CROSSDEV – Cultural Routes for Sustainable Social and Economic Development in the Mediterranean – co-funded by the European Union through the ENI CBC MED Programme.

DISCOVER MORE
WWW.HIDDENMEDITERRANEAN.NET
HIDDEN MEDITERRANEAN
WHERE CULTURES MEET